We demonstrate two ways in which the optical band-gap of a 2-D macroporous silicon photonic crystal can be tuned. In the first method the temperature dependence of the refractive index of an infiltrated nematic liquid crystal is used to tune the high frequency edge of the photonic band gap by up to 70 nm as the temperature is increased from 35 to 59°C. In a second technique we have optically pumped the silicon backbone using 150 fs, 800 nm pulses, injecting high density electron hole pairs. Through the induced changes to the dielectric constant via the Drude contribution we have observed shifts up to 30 nm of the high frequency edge of a band-gap.
INTRODUCTION
Photonic crystals are widely regarded as materials that have the potential to mold or inhibit the flow of light by virtue of a spatial periodicity of the dielectric constant [1] [2] [3] . Many applications for these novel materials have been discussed, ranging from high efficiency, directional light sources to optical microcircuits. However, one could considerably enlarge the range of applications of the crystals, particularly for active devices, by providing methods to tune their optical properties. Because photonic crystals are normally composites of two different materials, one can tune the optical properties of the crystal by controlling the dielectric constant of one or both the constituent materials.
In this paper we outline two techniques that we have recently employed to tune 2-D macroporous silicon photonic crystals consisting of air cylinders embedded in a silicon host or backbone. Such crystals have a complete band gap for optical radiation propagating in the plane of periodicity, although light can escape in the 3 rd dimension. In the first method we have infiltrated the air cylinders with a nematic liquid crystal. By varying the temperature of the system we are able to tune the refractive index of the cylinder and induce a shift in the photonic band-gap [4] . In the second method we have optically injected electron-hole pairs into the silicon backbone. By taking advantage of the Drude contribution the carriers make to the dielectric constant [5, 6] we are able to shift the band-edge of the photonic crystal by as much as 30 nm [7] . The rise time for this effect is simply related to the pulse width although the turn-off time can be much longer, being related to the carrier recombination time. Techniques such as the two discussed here may find application for switching not only the optical band gaps, but also other properties of photonic crystals (e.g., dispersion curves, group velocity characteristics, etc.) on time scales ranging from millisecond to femtoseconds.
SAMPLES
Two-dimensional photonic crystals, possessing a triangular lattice of air pores were fabricated in silicon samples using a pre-patterned electrochemical etching process as described by Grüning et al. [8] . This process allows one to achieve high geometrical accuracy in photonic crystal fabrication with large ordered arrays of pores with high aspect ratio. Fig. 1 shows an example of a typical structure, engineered in such a way so as to allow curtains of photonic crystals with variable thickness to be fabricated. Figure 1 . Scanning electron microscope image of a bar of macroporous silicon, the width of which is periodically altered. The separation between adjacent pore centers for this structure is ~ 1.5 µm.
For the experiments involving liquid crystals described below, a thin bar of a microstructured silicon photonic crystal with a width of 127 crystal rows (200 µm) was fixed on a silicon substrate; the pitch of the structure is 1.58 µm. Samples oriented in the Γ−Κ direction with a height of 100 µm and a length of 5 mm were used. The samples had a complete stop gap between 3.5 and 5.5 µm for H-polarized light (the E-field perpendicular to the pore axis) and a slightly smaller gap for E-polarized light. The crystals were infiltrated with the liquid crystal E7, which is nematic at room temperature but undergoes a phase transition to the isotropic phase at 59 °C. The liquid crystal was chosen for its high degree of optical anisotropy (n=1.49 and 1.69 for ordinary and extraordinary rays, respectively, at λ ~ 10 µm) and the low temperature of the phase transition. The infiltration of this nonvolatile material into the cylinders was carried out at room temperature and the temperature of the infiltrated crystal was varied using a kapton heater [4] .
For the experiments involving optically injected carriers, the sample used had a pitch of 500 nm with a pore radius of 206 nm. The optically thick samples were cleaved perpendicular to the Γ−Μ direction for which an H-polarization stop gap exists between 1.9 and 2.3 µm.
L3.1.2 EXPERIMENTS: LIQUID CRYSTAL TUNING
The optical characteristics of the photonic crystal, with and without infiltration, were determined using an infrared Fourier Transform infrared spectrometer, with the beam focused onto the wall of the cleaved samples. Figure 2 shows the transmission spectrum of the photonic crystal before and after infiltration for H-polarized radiation. Before infiltration the sample shows the characteristic transmission bandgap in the expected spectral region. After infiltration the transmission spectrum shifts dramatically to the red and the bandgap for E-polarized radiation vanishes (not shown). The high frequency edge ("air band edge") of the band gap shifts by about 60 nm to the long wavelength side as the temperature is varied between 35 and 62 °C. Note however that there is negligible shift of the "dielectric band" edge on the long wavelength side. A measure of the air band edge shift as a function of temperature was taken by monitoring the transmission of the 3dB point of the transmission edge relative to the peak transmission. It was observed that this edge is red shifted continuously until the nematic/isotropic liquid crystal phase transition occurs. Figure 3 summarizes the observed shift as a function of temperature. In order to explain the observed temperature dependence of the edge we have employed a simple model [4] in which account is taken of the distribution of the liquid crystal director field within the pores. Ideally the director field might be fully axially aligned throughout the pore. If this were the case, and taking into account the temperature dependence of the refractive index associated with the extraordinary rays, we could anticipate that the shift of the air band edge would follow the solid curve indicated in figure 3 with a maximum shift of 113 nm being observable. The fact that the measured shift is smaller than the theoretical value is indicative of partial alignment of the director field. Indeed, using a simple model based on reasonable thermo-elastic properties of the liquid crystal, we are able to deduce that the liquid crystal in the nematic phase follows an escaped radial alignment in which the director field at the pore edge makes a non-zero angle with the pore wall and increasingly tilts to be parallel to the cylinder axis at the center. Details are given in reference 4.
Finally, the fact that the shift of the band-gap with temperature is only noted on the air band edge can be related to the electromagnetic energy distribution for the photonic crystal modes. For the air-band the energy is concentrated within the pores and is therefore very sensitive to alteration of the optical properties of the pores. For the dielectric band the energy is concentrated mainly in the silicon and the low frequency band-edge is therefore not nearly as sensitive to what is happening in the pores.
The above experiments have illustrated how liquid crystals have potential for tuning the optical properties of photonic crystals. The shifts are sufficiently large that a number of device applications can be contemplated, including tunable filters and switches. While the experiments here were conducted using temperature tuning, it might be preferable in actual devices to use DC electric or magnetic field tuning. This was not possible in our initial set of experiments since the electrochemical etching process requires that the samples be intentionally doped. An applied electric field is therefore screened by the free carriers. However, even for our samples one can contemplate a number of compensation techniques which could be used to reduce the free carrier density.
Although we did not carry out experiments to monitor possible switching times of optical properties, it is anticipated that the times would be of the order of milliseconds if molecular reorientation times are the determining factor.
EXPERIMENTS: INJECTED CARRIER TUNING
To explore a less invasive method to tune photonic crystals, and one that might lead to ultrafast switching behavior, we have optically injected carriers in a native macroporous silicon sample using optical techniques and monitored the shift of a stopgap edge. The pump beam was derived from a 250 KHz repetition rate source producing 300 fs wide pulses at a center wavelength of 800 nm. The (indirect band-gap) absorption edge of silicon is at 1.2 µm for room temperature and therefore electron-hole pairs can be efficiently produced at shorter wavelengths. The pulses were focused onto the silicon photonic crystal with fluence per pulse up to ~2mJcm -2 . Simple estimates based on anticipated absorption properties of the photonic crystal at this wavelength indicate that the peak density of electron hole pairs is > 10 19 cm -3 . The presence of the high density (N) carriers is expected to alter the real part of the dielectric constant (ε ) at frequency ω through the expression
L3.1.5 where ε Si (11.9) is the quiescent dielectric constant of silicon, ε 0 is the permittivity of free space and m* is the optical effective mass of the electrons and holes. The carrier relaxation rate (~6 THz) have been neglected in comparison with the probing frequencies of interest to us. In the infrared region of the spectrum for wavelengths between 1and 5 µm this is a reasonable approximation. Similarly we have neglected the influence of the imaginary part of the dielectric constant that would contribute to loss. From the frequency dependence in Eq. 1 one observes that for probing wavelengths in the near infrared region changes in the dielectric constant of the order of 10% can be obtained for our peak carrier densities. These substantial changes are expected to modify the location of the band gaps.
For these preliminary experiments we have focused our attention on the lowest stop band between 1.9 and 2.3 µm in the crystal described above and which occurs for Epolarized light propagating along the Γ−Μ direction. In particular we have concentrated on the shift of the air-band edge at the shorter wavelength. Similar shifts are expected for the dielectric band edge. Reflection measurements were made using 300 fs pulses with center wavelength of 1.9 µm and of sufficient bandwidth to probe the dynamical behavior of this edge. The focal spot diameter of the probe beam was 30 µm, reasonably small compared to the ~ 100 µm spot diameter of the H-polarized pump beam. Figure 4 shows how theprobe reflection characteristics change with the fluence of the pump beam. The major effect of the optical pumping is to shift the band edge to shorter wavelengths as expected since the Drude contribution decreases the dielectric constant of the silicon. Detailed calculations based on absorption characteristics of the photonic crystal at the pump wavelength and the variation of the photonic crystal dispersion curves with injected carrier density are in agreement with the maximum shift of about 30 nm (at the 3 dB point) that is observed here [7] . Indeed we note that the shift of the edge scales linearly with the pump fluence, or injected carrier density, as expected theoretically. It should be noted however that the shift of the edge is not rigid. The shift is less for higher values of the reflectivity. We believe this is due to the fact that the 800 nm pump radiation is inhomogeneously absorbed, with an absorption depth of a few microns. When probing near the peak value of the reflectivity associated with a stop gap, one is more sensitive to the distributed reflectivity which occurs from lattice planes over a considerable depth within the crystal, rather than when one is probing in the higher transmission region where Fresnel reflectivity of the near surface region dictates the reflectivity characteristics. In future other pumping schemes will be used to overcome this.
We have also been able to time resolve the reflectivity behavior by monitoring the probe reflectivity of the band edge as a function of delay between the probe and pump beams. Not surprisingly the probe reflectivity change is virtually complete within the duration of the pump beam as charge carrier accumulate in the silicon. However the recovery of the induced change occurs on a much longer time scale (at least nanoseconds) in our photonic crystal reflecting the electron-hole carrier recombination characteristics.
CONCLUSIONS
We have been able to show how liquid crystals and injected electron-hole pairs can be used to modify the band gap characteristics of 2D silicon photonic crystals. Infiltrated liquid crystals can be used to induce large changes in the air band edge but do not modify the dielectric band edge. It is anticipated that active devices based on liquid crystal tuning would have time constants of the order of milliseconds. In order to induce faster changes to the optical properties one must make use of electronic effects and we have done so by injecting electron hole pairs into the silicon photonic crystal backbone using 300 femtosecond optical pulses, and making use of the Drude contribution to the dielectric constant. Shifts of the air band edge of ~30 nm have been measured; similar shifts are anticipated for the dielectric band edge. The rise time of the shift is related to the width of the pump optical pulse while the fall time is related to the carrier recombination kinetics. This latter time may be reduced into the picosecond range by appropriately doping the silicon or by the introduction of defects.
